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Handicapping with HTR2 

Easy Winner Last Out / Analyzing the Big Win 
 

Easy winners are those horses drawing away in the stretch, with no threat from the others.  There is 

something about a comfortable win last out that puts the horse in a new light for handicappers when it is 
next entered.  Let's look at some of the facts surrounding horses that won their last outing by 3 or more 

lengths and return in 90-days or less.  The filter "Easy Win" is found on Robot2 / Special module.  
 

You can replicate my test results in Robot2 with the following filter setup: 
 

 All Races, Purse $10,000+, Nov 2010 - Oct 2011 

 'Easy Win - Won by 3+Lengths Last'  

 Layoff 90 days or less 

 
Easy Winner Last    Purse $10,000+   All Races  365-day Test  

Item       Plays      Win   ITM      WROI   PROI   SROI     I.V.  
 

All        10639      20%   48%      0.81   0.82   0.82     1.55 
 

Discussion 

At a glance, these horses would seem great bet-against candidates with a return win rate of just 20% and 
ROI = 0.81 which is terrible and indicates severe over-betting.  The public wants to bet horses that won 

easily last out because they assume they are in top condition.  Experienced handicappers understand that a 

big win is often deceptive and usually followed by a rise in class.  The step-up in class can be especially 
challenging to a maiden winner.  Let's review the reasons for the "easy" win and review reasons why 

these horses tend to lose their next start. 
 

 Maiden Claiming winners.  Lots of maiden claiming victors cruise wire to wire against a weak 

field of chronic losers.  They might feel like a champ out there with no competition on the lead 

and draw away to a facile win.  The next start, versus winners, is much more challenging. 
 

 Pace or Bias advantage.  A sizeable number of easy winners were the beneficiaries of an 

advantageous pace setup or an early speed track bias that propelled them to the wire by daylight. 
 

 Pace meltdown.  Some closers that won easily sat behind hot fractions and waited for the front 

runners to fold, then passed the exhausted front-runners and drew away.  This is the classic 

"optical illusion" for velocity handicappers who are on the lookout for closers that look great on 
paper, blazing by the early speed and winning in a romp, but the reality is that it was a setup. 

 

 Perfect trip.  Eventually most racehorses will get a clean trip and a few lucky breaks that find 

them winning with ease.  This often happens with a ground saving rail trip and a nice wide hole 

opening up at the top of the stretch. 
 

Peruse the PAC-PER for the race, for quick assessment of an easy winner. 

Inspect the last running line when an easy winner is encountered in your handicapping.  Check the PAC-

PER ratings for the race.  The Quirin-style race pace (PAC) and performance ratings (PER) are shown on 
the [PPQ] screen in HTR2 as well as other screens in MaxVel and Tour.  The two numbers listed on the 

left next to the purse value are the race PAC-PER for that running line.  Example past-performance: 
 

.....3up M12 $12k 092-094   23.1 45.9...... 
 

This is a cut from a past-performance line, the race was for 3up Maiden Claimers with a purse of $12,000 
 

 

race-PAC = 092 

race-PER = 094 
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Handicapping with HTR2 

Easy Winner Last Out / Analyzing the Big Win 
 

Continuing our discussion of the race-PAC-PER ratio for clues to a counterfeit easy win last out.  Here 
are a couple of typical examples.   
 

090 - 095   (EPR or Par = 095) 
 

This is a common race pattern for early speed winners that benefited from a casual pace scenario.  This is 

often a wire-to-wire winner, but not always.  Some easy winners sit just off of the soft pace and are 

catapulted home.  This race pattern is one that is 'better-than-looked' for closers because they were forced 
to run hard late into the teeth of a strong finish.  If the closer gained good ground, that is an impressive 

effort. 
 

100 - 092   (EPR or Par = 095) 
 

When the pace was too fast and meltdown occurs, the PAC number will exceed the PER by several 

points.  Closers often benefit and pass the tired early horses as if they were standing still.  Yet these late 

runners are exhibiting the classic 'optical illusion' of velocity handicapping.  The actual workload of the 
race was performed by the early speed, even though they faded late.  If one or more were able to hang on 

and finish close, that's impressive, but the late finishers took advantage of the meltdown. 
 

For more on PAC-PER analysis, see page-4 
 

Key Factor for Easy Winners 

We have spent most of this article discussing why easy winners that won by 3+ lengths in their last outing 
are typically beatable.  Are there any significant clues for a repeat of the big effort on the return? The 

answer is a resounding YES and the results are rather surprising = LATE SPEED velocity is the key. 

 
Easy Winner Last    Purse $10,000+   All Races  Last 365-days  

Item                Plays    Win   ITM     WROI   PROI   SROI     I.V.  

 

All                 10639    20%   48%     0.81   0.82   0.82     1.55 
  
Late Kick (Tour)      480    29%   64%     1.19   1.01   0.97     2.16 
 

Fr3=1                1576    28%   63%     1.00   0.94   0.96     2.17 

Fr3=2                1597    25%   57%     0.91   0.86   0.90     1.89 
 

S/P=1                2027    32%   66%     0.96   0.91   0.94     2.43 

L/V=1                1506    31%   64%     1.01   0.92   0.92     2.27 

 

Analysis 

The results are unmistakable.  Easy winners last out that rank tops in one of the late velocity factors are 

excellent bets.  There was nothing else found in all of HTR that came close to these results and I 
researched everything from workouts to early speed to trainer stats.   
 

The reason late speed probably works so well is that most easy winners are faced with a greater class 
hurdle next time they run.  However, the last out big winners with strong late foot are probably not 

experiencing a significant class rise or their rivals would have outranked them in these factors.   
 

The win rates and ROI rise dramatically if a returning big winner is top ranked with a key late velocity 

element.  Most of other 'easy win last out' horses will be over bet and run a disappointing race at low 
odds.  Stay alert and recognize the phony ones from the legit contenders with the late speed clues. 
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Handicapping with HTR2 

Blown Away Last Time / Analyzing the PAC-PER 
 

On the previous pages we talked about horses that won their last start easily and why they may not be as 

good as the race makes them look on paper.  The opposite can also be true for horses that lost badly or 
finished far back.  They may not be as bad as they look.  The race-PAC-PER offers the best clue. 
 

Imagine for a moment a typical high school basketball starter.  He's a pretty good player and when he is 

competing at his own level, he has obvious talent and is highly competitive.  Now we pair him in up in a 

one-on-one tournament (first player to hit 20 baskets wins).  His first opponent is a 12-year old kid in 

grade school, who he promptly beats 20-0 without breaking a sweat.  Next he must compete with an NBA 
star.  This time he gets blown away 0-20 and hardly gets a shot off. 
 

On paper, our high school player looks extremely good in one game and utterly terrible in the other.  But 

this past-performance record tells us almost nothing about his actual talent if facing realistic competition.  

The PAC-PER for the race, can reveal a similar reality for racehorses. 
 

The top header on all HTR handicapping screens shows a projected set of PAC-PER numbers for every 
race.  These can be called "pars" but I prefer the acronym "EPR" (Estimated or Expected Performance 

Rating).  A "par" implies a fixed number that is based on averaging past similar races.  Race conditions 

these days are far more diverse and complicated than they were in the days when Beyer and Quirin were 

demonstrating how to create pars.  There are not enough matching races to tally viable averages or 
consistent pars in this day and age.  HTR software has no such difficulty and uses computation techniques 

that fit an accurate median range for the likely outcome of every race. 
 

Here is an example header from an actual race last summer: 
 

     6.5D     3uF NW1s   $42000     102-099 
 

This is a complicated set of conditions and difficult for those making speed figures to establish a par.  The 

race is being run at a distance that is not often carded and the field consists of state-bred ("s") fillies under 

allowance conditions (NW1) that may be tricky to decipher.  HTR looked over all the variables with this 
field as well as a database of 'similar races' to establish the expected PAC-PER numbers of 102-099.  This 

helps us tremendously when handicapping today's field.  We can look over at the past-performances and 

race-PAC-PER ratings of all the horses entered and establish if they have been able to hold their own 
when faced with similar competition.  The [PPQ] screen in HTR2 displays the race ratings in PAC-PER 

format for each horse's last 10 past-performance lines. 
 

The pre-race PAC and PER ratings shown in the header help us to establish the approximate ability level 

that we can compare with the past-performances.  Here is the last running line from a horse entered in the 

race above.  Keep in mind that today's race has a par of 102-099.   
 

   106-103      3-3.5   5-7.0   8-9.5   8-13.5  
 

The horse seemingly didn't run very well and finished 8th in field of 9 and more than 13 lengths back at 

the finish last out.  Is he severely off form or is there something else to consider?  As in the analogy with 

the basketball player, when racehorses are forced to deal with competition that is way over their heads, 
they often throw a stinker that is not reflective of their actual ability.  The 106-103 is a far higher rating 

than today's par.  It means the previous field featured horses that were more determined, much more 

aggressive in the early fractions (106 PAC rating) and classier (more stamina, 103 PER).  The poor race is 

not indicative of the horse’s true ability when facing a realistic level of competition.  That field was just 
too much and he was totally overwhelmed. 
 

Be aware of this situation, especially with 3yr olds and early 4yr olds who often run up the track at an 

ambitious class level.  Ignore the bad race versus tougher.  Trainers are probing for their talent level and 

learn quickly if the youngster can't handle it.  A drop in class often results in a dramatic turnaround. 
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Systems and Angles 

Two Horse Coupled Entry / One Scratches 
 

If you follow NYRA racing everyday, you have noticed a lot of coupled horses listed in the overnight 

entries (i.e. 1 and 1A), and then predictably the next morning, one of the pair is scratched.  Certain 
trainers seem to do this regularly and with impunity.  This is frustrating to handicappers and is rumor 

material for everything from blatant trainer manipulation to skullduggery in horizontal wagers.  The 

scratch of one half of a coupled entry is hardly unique to New York racing.  It happens at almost all 
racetracks.  Thankfully some circuits are removing rules that require the coupling of horses for bettors 

and that will help this issue. 
 

For now, this article will look at a very specific set of circumstances for comparison -- 
 

1. Two horse coupled entries, usually "1" and "1A", and both ran the race.  No other coupled entries 

are entered in the race. 
 

2. Two horse coupled entry, but one of the pair is scratched.  Again, there was just one coupled 

entry initially, but in this separate test, only one of the two actually raced as the other half of the 
duo was withdrawn.   

 

Statistical Reliability 
In an effort to accurately study the effect of a remaining or 'lone' coupled-entry runner that ran after the 

scratch of its entry mate, we need to remove a small number of races that would distort the statistics. 
 

 Remove races that had more than one coupled entry ("2" and "2B" for instance). 

 Remove races labeled "wet" or "off turf" as these races have many scratches in any case. 

 Remove races with a multiple coupled horses (i.e. three horse coupling:  "1","1A","1X"). 
 

These situations are rare, but create 'noise' or distortion in the statistical outcome.   
 

Robot Underrates Coupled Entries with ROI 

Another problem with assessment of coupled entries (if BOTH ran) with Robot2 is that the Robot only 

tests the outcomes based on individual horses.  The error rate is minor, yet most large-scale tests with the 
Robot slightly understate actual ROI due to the 'other half of entry won it' effect.  In other words, a Robot 

spot play target might have been #1, but if #1A wins it, we still cash in real time.  The Robot doesn't see it 

that way and subtracts the loss on #1.  This is necessary to correctly assess the statistical accuracy of 
factors with Win%, Impact Value, etc., yet it does understate the ROI by about 1/4 cent in terms of real 

return in our pockets.  That's ok, it's a tiny bit off, but we get more money back, not less. 
 

So to conduct this study, I had to code a small database that would correctly assess outcomes based on 

both coupled horses in play and not use Robot2 for the study.  A future filter to add to Robot2 might be 

"eliminate races with coupled entries" and that would give the user the option of skipping them for 
absolute accuracy with ROI. 
 

Goal of the Research 

Bottom line is that we are seeking to study races that featured a single two-horse coupled entry.  The goal 

is to compare the results of the races in which one of the pair was scratched vs. races in which both 
coupled horses raced.  We should learn some interesting information from this study to help us with our 

awareness of coupled entry race situations and perhaps the motivation of scratching one of the coupled 

pair. 
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Systems and Angles 

Two Horse Coupled Entry / One Scratches  
 

Here are the parameters I set up for the coupled entry test.   
 

 365-day Test Nov 2010 - Oct 2011 

 Purse $10,000+ 

 NO races Off Turf, NO Wet Dirt races 

 Races with one coupled two-horse entry entered  
 

Notice in the test results below, the 'both ran' coupled pair are counted as one horse for betting purposes.  

Unlike Robot2, the statistics reflect a bet that would cover both horses if either won. 
 

Coupled Entry (1 and 1A)    Purse $10,000+   No Wet or Off Turf Races       

Item                         Plays   Win  ITM    WROI  PROI  SROI    I.V. 
 

Both Ran                      1625   22%  72%    0.90  1.01  1.10    1.78 
 

One Ran (other scratch)       1442   16%  43%    0.66  0.76  0.78    1.34 

 

Analysis / Both Ran 
These results offer credence to the "two for the price of one" notion of betting a coupled entry.  One of the 

pair wins 22% of the time and that produces a pretty good I.V.  One or both will finish 1-2-3 some 72% 

of the races in which they participate.  The Place and Show ROI are excellent because the prices are 

inflated when the pair finishes 1-2, 1-3, or 2-3 due to the reduced split of the pool.  The average win price 
was exactly $8.00. 
 

I was surprised at the excellent ROI produced when betting coupled entries.  My expectation was a lower 

return due to expected over betting by the public on the "two for one bargain'.  In fact, they are a splendid 

wagering opportunity with Place and Show.  Remember that this study was confined to a single two-horse 
coupled entry in the race.  Be sure you note that distinction.  There really is no downside to betting these 

coupled pairs to Place and Show and sometimes the Place payoff exceeds the Win price if they finish 1-2.   

 
Analysis / One Ran   

Although the remaining half of a scratched coupled entry wins at a respectable rate (16% and 1.34 I.V.) 

the WROI is a shockingly low (0.66).  Could it be the public is sometimes unaware or "stuck" with one 

half the entry when the other scratches and they don't cancel the bet? That would seem plausible only 
with a late scratch.  From my experience most scratches with coupled entries are withdrawn overnight and 

the situation is known well before the race.  In any case, results of the test offer substantial refute to the 

conspiracy theory that the trainer is 'playing games'.  It may well be that they entered the pair to optimize 
their chances after looking over the field, but it certainly doesn't payoff in terms of a betting coup. 

 

Final Thoughts 

The primary target of this study was the unscratched half of a coupled two-horse entry if the other one 
was withdrawn.  As it often turns out with data testing, an irony or unexpected result appears.  The 

unscratched horses in these cases win their fair share, but are terrible bets in terms of ROI.  The key 

finding was the excellent ROI produced by a two-horse coupled entry if BOTH run.   
 

As mentioned earlier, Robot2 does not test coupled entries together on purpose.  This is done to maintain 
the accuracy of factor ratings and rankings.  For example, suppose a coupled pair "1" and "1A" have 

respective (K) ranks of 1 and 7.  If we are betting K=1 and "1A" wins the race, we obviously would cash 

the wager even though "1A" had a K=7 ranking.  However, Robot2 would not count it as a win for K=1, 
but only for K=7.  The obvious reason for this is that we want to tally the true win rate of the (K) rankings 

on their own merit.  It is just too complicated to offer both perspectives on the outcome of a coupled entry 

when testing with Robot2.   
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Software Updates 

Modeler Wizard / Great New Features / User Guide 
 

The last 5 pages of this newsletter are the Modeler Wizard User Guide 2011.  This updates all of the 

previous information on the Modeler Wizard.  There are several great new features in the latest MaxVel 
version that will enhance your handicapping using a model tool.  I'll review the new items briefly on this 

page and will then refer you to the full user guide that follows.  The Wizard User Guide will be detached 

from this newsletter and placed on the HTR Library for review at any time should you need it. 
 

What's New on the MaxVel Main Screen 
 

 k2 rating was added to the "V2" screen (View option 2, click from top menu).  While the k2 does 

not really fit with the other velocity data on this screen, it was the only open screen available with 
an empty slot for one-click-sorting. 

 

 All other output was brought up to date to match HTR2 recent versions. 
 

What's New with the Modeler  
 

 k2 rating added to all modeler functions including "Get Full Stats" which has a complete ranking 

report on the factor from top to bottom.  All modeling options now include k2 and it is a valuable 
addition as you'll discover, because k2 is computed for 100% of horses and has almost no ties. 

 

 Modeler Wizard has two new options with report output.   
 

1. Wizard2 displays the top-5 Modeler hits (%) with the associated horses for that race.  This 

gives you instant feedback on which factor have been the most productive and the horses that 
fit the modeler.  Additional data is added for each horse to help your handicapping, including 

our key longshot/tournament factors. 
 

2. Wizard data "Data Dump" is an output of the entire modeler data set for complete review top 

to bottom.   
 

In addition there are a number of new logistical options that will enhance the modeler handicapping.   
 

 Maximum Races to Extract for Wizard:  10, 20 (default), or 30 are the choices. 

 Save/Retrieve Edit List.  Now you can save the factors you want to use or exclude, and recall the 

list each time you load the program.   

 "Full Coverage Factors" option on the Edit screen (explained on page 12). 

 
 

Much thanks to our members for their input and suggestions with MaxVel.  MaxVel beta-tester Malcolm 
Sylvester ("Sly") has been indispensable with his excellent feedback.  Donnie Nadermann contributed 

exciting ideas at our recent seminar and his special method is now efficiently and easily located by using 

either of the new Wizard options.  Donnie's seminar method is explained in the User Guide.  As always, a 

“thank you” goes to Rick and Daven for newsletter production. 
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MaxVel Software 

Modeler Wizard User Guide 
 

This guide deals with the Wizard aspect of the MaxVel Software Modeler only.  If you need a primer on 
the entire MaxVel (Maximum Velocity) software and the Modeler, please refer to the "MaxVel User 

Guide" in the HTR Library. 
 

Software Version  

The information herein is based on MaxVel versions from November 2011 and later.  The latest version 

of MaxVel can always be installed or downloaded from our website (see back page). 
  
Introduction 
The purpose of the Modeler as a handicapping tool is to review a race by analyzing patterns from similar 

recent races.  Pattern recognition can be a tedious and time-consuming process when done manually.  

Computers can handle the data processing, sorting and number crunching far more efficiently.  The 
Modeler Wizard takes it all a step further by performing an organizational assembly of the information in 

a user-friendly format.  The handicapper has only to review the numbers and learn over time when the 

impact is highest.  Perhaps the most important aspect of using a Model to handicap is the intuition you'll 

develop from reading the reports and watching the outcome of the races. 
 

Getting Started with the Modeler Wizard  
To use the Wizard, start on the main screen of the MaxVel software.  At the top left, from the drop-down 

list with track/dates, select a date you want to handicap or review.  Normally this will be today's date for 

races that will run this afternoon.  It is not necessary to choose a track at this stage.   
 

If you are handicapping today's races, be sure to click the SCRATCH button and the use the Auto-
Scratch-HDW feature to instantly remove the scratches before entering the Modeler screen. 
 

Now enter the Modeler interface by clicking the [Modeler] button at the bottom of the main screen. 
 

The Wizard tools are those found on the right side of the Modeler interface.  We'll review each of the 

buttons, reports and options separately. 
 

[Track List] At the top on the right, you'll see the date you chose highlighted and below it is a list box 

with all the tracks and races for the day.  You can toggle through this list and choose any race to model 

from the list. 
 

[Go To Current Race] Click this one to immediately go to a race that you were handicapping from the 
main screen.  It is not necessary to use this function unless you are working on a specific race on the other 

screen and want to quickly access it in the modeler.   
 

[Show Model for This Race] was the original modeler option for MaxVel and is not covered here.   
 

[Wizard1]  [Wizard2]  [Dump] 

These three options are the key functions of the Wizard.  Their output will be covered in detail on the next 

few pages.  When you click these buttons, the Wizard locates races that match the criteria and conditions 
for today's race.  It begins with the most recent match and works backward in time.  The Wizard looks at 

all of the ranked factors in common with past winners (or 2nd finishers) and compiles a statistical report. 
 

[Edit Factor List] When clicked, a list of all the ranked factors used by the Modeler are shown on a 

checklist.  You can un-check any of them to remove them from the modeler tests.  We'll explain why you 
might want to do this later.  If you are a just learning to use the Wizard, ignore this option for now. 
 

[Modeler Options] These options allow you to tailor the reports and siphon the data as desired.  The 

defaults are reliable settings, don't change them unless you are an experienced user.  We'll cover them 

throughout this text. 
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MaxVel Software 

Modeler Wizard User Guide 
 

[Wizard 1] / Report 
 

After a race has been selected, click the [Wizard 1] button and let the Wizard locate the ranked factors 
that have the highest hit rate percentage in each of the 'Top' categories: Top1, Top2, Top3, and Top4. 
 

The report will show the current race at the top of the screen with the rankings for all of the horses in that 

race.  Below it are the top factors from similar recent races that winners had in common.  It also displays 

the names and program numbers for the horses in the current race that match the rank.  Example: 
 

  MaxVel Wizard Found 20 Similar Races to Model  
 

Key Factor Rank1 KMS (43%) 

................................... 

8  Chukchi Sunr   8/1              (1) 

................................... 
 

Key Factor Top2 Ranks HTR (55%) 

................................... 

4  Five Star Cr   9/2              (1) 

7  Piano Kitty   10/1              (1) 

................................... 
 

Key Factor Top3 Ranks F/X (84%) 

................................... 

2  Irish View     8/1              (1) 

5  Crazy Thinki   8/1              (3) 

8  Chukchi Sunr   8/1              (2) 

................................... 
 

Key Factor Top4 Ranks HTR (90%) 

................................... 

3  English Roya   5/2              (3) 

4  Five Star Cr   9/2              (1) 

7  Piano Kitty   10/1              (1) 

8  Chukchi Sunr   8/1              (3) 

...................................  
 

The top header displays the number of similar races found that match today's conditions.  Normally, the 

maximum search is 20 races.  It is possible that fewer than 20 races would match depending on the 

amount of data available on your hard drive and the frequency of similar races at this track.  Later we'll 
discuss options that can increase or decrease this race count and how to manipulate it after you gain some 

experience using the Wizard. 
 

Key Factor Rank1: displays the factor that produced the most top-ranked winners (rank = 1).  The KMS 

rating is the top factor in this example and it was in common with 43% of the past winners as shown in 
the heading (43%).  The top ranked horse and its program number from the current race is listed 

underneath with its morning line odds.   
 

Key Factor Top2, Top3, Top4 Ranks:  The factors that were hitting the highest percentage of winners 

among the top-2, 3 or 4 rankings are shown in the subsequent boxes with the horse's names from the 

current race that match that factor.  The number listed to the right in parenthesis is the ranking for the 
horses for the horses listed in that ranking section. 
 

Example above:  90% of all the winners from past similar races were ranked 1,2,3,4 (Top4) with the HTR 

rating.  This is an excellent result and the top-4 HTR ranks from the current are now strong contenders 

and one of them is likely to win.  One of the horses from this race, #7 Piano Kitty, has a 10/1 morning 
line and is top ranked (1) in HTR making her a possible longshot selection and exotics key (she finished 

2nd at 6/1 in this race: the 8th-GG on Nov. 6, while #3 English Royal won it). 
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MaxVel Software 

Modeler Wizard User Guide 
 

[Wizard 2] / Report 
 

The Wizard-2 report locates the highest % ranking groups (best five) from among all the "Tops" and lists 

them in order with the associated horses in the current race.   
 

======================================================================== 
Donnie's Seminar Method 
 

Donnie demonstrated a clever method at our July 2011 seminar that may prove useful in your 
modeler handicapping.  After running Wizard-1 report and locating a "Top" that showed 85% or 
higher, he then deselected that item using the Edit Factor List and re-ran the Wizard.  If another 
factor showed "Top-N" at 85% or higher, he then used that as his final contender selector.   
 

Now you can use Wizard-2 to quickly find the 2nd best "Top" (85% or more) on the list without 
having to use the Edit list or re-run the Wizard. 
======================================================================== 
 

Here is an example of the Wizard-2 printout and 'Donnie's Method' in action.  This is race-7 at Churchill 
on Nov. 9, 2011. 
 

Top Five Factors by Hit Rate  Wizard Found  12  Similar Races to Model 
 

--------------------------- 

Fr3 Top4    010        090% 

--------------------------- 

3  Lil Prickly    4/1  (1)p  FC HotTr HotTJ 

6  Move Me Up     7/2  (3)s  BTL HotPED 

9  Hunt for Col   8/1  (2)     

11 Pretty Gal T  10/1  (4)      
 

--------------------------- 

KMS Top3    008        088% 

--------------------------- 

3  Lil Prickly    4/1  (1)p  FC HotTr HotTJ  

6  Move Me Up     7/2  (3)s  BTL HotPED 

10 Dare We Drea   5/1  (3)w  Razor 

 

This is an abbreviated portion of the Wizard-2 printout showing only the top two panels, the regular 
printout has five sections showing the best five factors.  Here is a rundown on the data: 
 

Fr3  Top4    010        090% 

The first section listed tells us that 'Top 4 Fr3' ranks were the most productive factor.  There were 10 

plays found and 90% of the winners from these races were ranked in the top-4 with Fr3.  The horses that 
match the Top4 Fr3 from this race are shown with their program numbers on the left and the ML and Fr3 

ranking on the right.  The number (3) for example, indicates the horse was ranked 3rd in this case.  The 

"w" (Win) and "p" (Place) and "s" (Show) designates the finish, if the results have been downloaded.  

There are additional handicapping factors listed on the right. 
 

Why does Fr3 only show 10 matched winners from a sample of 12 races? This is because some of the past 
winners, probably FTS (first time starters), did not have an Fr3 rating computed.  More on that later. 
 

KMS Top3   008        088% 

The second highest factor found was the KMS Top3 with 88% winners.  There were 8 previous winners 

found in the data sample of 12 races.  This is the 2nd best factor and is a good example of the 'Donnie 
seminar method' in action.  As is always the case in example races, the Top3 KMS completed the trifecta! 
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MaxVel Software 

Modeler Wizard User Guide 
 

[Wizard 2 / Data Dump] / Report 
 

Just to the right of the [Wizard-2] button on the Modeler interface, is the [Data Dump] option.  This is 
similar to the regular Wizard-2 report except that it spills out every single factor from top to bottom.  

There are now 21 factors involved with the Modeler Wizard with the 'k2' having been added.  The 'Data 

Dump' provides more data than most of us need to handicap a race, but it may be of some interest and you 
can peruse the bottom of the list for some anti-handicapping with the lowest rated factors.  Here is an 

example from the same race (CD-7, Nov.9) as discussed on the previous page. 

 
Data Dump Sorted by Hit Rate % 
 

Factor     Plays   Hit%    Program #       
 

Fr3 Top4    010    090%    1  6  9 11    

KMS Top3    008    088%    1  6  10    

KMS Top4    008    088%    1  6  10 11     

(K) Top4    012    083%    1  4  6  10    

A/P Top4    010    083%    1  4  6  11 
 

L/P Top4    010    080%    1  3  9  11 

Fr3 Top3    010    070%    1  3  9  11     

 
The Data Dump is a simple presentation.  Only a small portion of the entire printout for this race is shown 

above.  Here is the top line. 
 

Fr3  Top4     010     090%      1  6  9  11    
 

As we noted on the previous page, 'Top4 Fr3' is our highest production factor so it is listed on top on the 

'Data Dump' as well.  All 21 factors and their associated Top1,2,3,4 are listed in the 'dump' with the 

number of plays and the hit rate (Win or Place %).  The program numbers (7th race at Churchill on Nov. 
9) are shown next to the factor.   
 

What is meant by "Hit%" as opposed to "Win" in the header? Remember that the Wizard can also test 

Place (2nd place) horses.  The term "Hit" is merely a fixed substitute for "Win" or "Place" depending on 

the model chosen.   
 

There were just 12 races that matched the 7th race at CD on Nov.9 Wizard requested 20 matches.  The 
reason only 12 were found is because the meet has only been underway for two weeks.  This is part of the 

problem with modeling, you need a minimum of 7 recent races to get a decent sample.  I prefer 10 or 

more to trust the data.  This usually means waiting two weeks or longer into the meeting to get a good 

data set.  On the next page, we'll discuss how to expand or narrow the sample size to be modeled. 
 

Reminder that some factors will not have a full sample from the modeler because winners were unranked 
in that factor.  In this case the KMS had just 8 winners to compute out of a sample of 12 matching races.  

Use the Edit Factor List to remove items that may not have full coverage.  The following items always 

have 100% representation in any model that you run:  (K), HTR, PED, TRN, JKY, and k2.  Factors that 
rely on paceline selections such as Fr3, VEL, PAC, etc., may not always be fully accounted for in the 

modeler because some of the winners did not have applicable pacelines to compute (such as FTS).  Also, 

KMS and CLA are a specific algorithms that are not necessarily assigned to every horse.  A special button 

was added to the Edit List to instantly select these full coverage factors only (see next page). 
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MaxVel Software 

Modeler Wizard User Guide 
 

Tailoring the Model Output 
 

There are several options you can use to manipulate the Wizard output on the Modeler interface. 
 

Filters  

You can use the Filter set on the left to tailor the data.  I don't suggest you use this unless you are 

experienced with filter management and have used Robot2 extensively.   
 

Days Back 

The default days-back to search for finding matching races is set as 90 days.  You can change this, but 
modeling is all about matching similar recent races.  If you go back further than 90-days, the data 

becomes "stale" and may not be indicative of current reality. 

 
Modeler Options 
 

Trk/Dist/Surf: is the default setting and the Wizard will extract races that match the specific 

track/distance/surface that match the race you are handicapping.   
 

Trk/Dist/Surf/Class: to narrow your model with greater accuracy, choose this option which will also 

match the class type.  This will usually reduce your sample size, sometimes considerably, but may 
provide greater accuracy as the similarity of the past races will be more exact. 
 

Model Place Horse (Fin 2nd):  modeling is usually done on winners by default; however select this check-

box if you want to model the Place horses. 

 

Wizard Max Race Extract 
The default is 20 and I suggest you leave it there as it has proven ideal for modeling as a balance between 

recent races and sample size.  However, if you want to reduce it to 10 matches, or extend it to 30, use the 

options in this section to change the number of races extracted by the Wizard. 
 

Edit Factor List 

To remove factors you don't want computed in your model, click the Edit Factor List button and de-select 
them from the check boxes.  There are a variety of reasons why you might want to do this.  The most 

common is to eliminate factors that may have less than 100% representation in the data sample.  KMS is a 

good one to remove because this factor is assigned to a limited number of horses in most races and can 

distort the modeling data.  If you are modeling a maiden race, you may also want to eliminate all the 
rankings that require pacelines such as Fr1, Fr2, PAC, PER, etc. to get a better sample for races that have 

several FTS entered.    
 

The Edit Factor List now includes SAVE and RETRIEVE functions.  If you have a specific set of filters 

you want to save, then use this options. 
 

The Edit Factor List also includes a "Use Full Coverage Factors Only" button.  As mentioned before, 
these are (K), HTR, PED, TRN, JKY and k2 which are assigned to 100% of all horses including FTS.  If 

you click this button, only these factors will be in play during the modeling process and that may improve 

your confidence level. 

 
Gratitude 

Your feedback and error reports are important to me as are the suggestions and ideas for improving the 

MaxVel software and the Modeler.  Thank you for helping to create a winning product! 
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Announcements and Reminders 
 

Happy Thanksgiving everyone! 

I'm very grateful for the loyalty of our HTR members.  Thank you for making HTR the 
most successful handicapping software. 
 
NHC 2012 

Just a few tournaments remain to qualify for NHC 2012, and most of them have 6 or 
more qualifying spots available.  Good luck to those of you still going for it.  As of this 
writing, 20 HTR members/spouses have qualified for the $2 million finals on Jan 27 at 
Treasure Island.  You can view the list of HTR qualifiers as well as news about the NHC 
on our website Discussion Forums.   
 
Software Updates 
MaxVel version: Nov 16, 2011 is now available for installation from our website.  You 
can always install the latest HTR software versions from this link below.  Click "RUN" 
(not SAVE) when prompted after clicking the link.  There will be updates to HTR2, 
Robot2 and Tour software around January 15, 2012 with the next newsletter.  If any 
bugs or problems are found with MaxVel, I'll also update it at that time. 
 
http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe  
 
 

HTR   Handicapping Tech & Research 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 

Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 

HTR website (software updates): www.htr2.com 

 www.homebased2.com/km 

 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, it is available in the HTR Subscriber 

Zone around the 15
th

 of the month.  Monthly subscribers can view the current newsletter for no charge on-

line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues over a year old are available in our website 
archive library. 

 
Products and services from KM Software 

HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo unlimited access, all tracks. 

HTR Software Complimentary, no fee for updates. 

Bi-Monthly HTR Newsletter Current Issue is included with monthly subscription for members only. 
 Archives of Past Issues are available on the HTR2.com website. 

http://htr.horsedata.com/HTR_Protected/dnl/HTR2TourMaxvelRobot2Setup.exe
mailto:kmsoft@earthlink.net
http://www.htr2.com/
http://www.homebased2.com/km

